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Aims and objectives 
The aim of this course is to provide an introduction to the main contemporary methods for natural language processing, and to 
illustrate them with recent uses of text as data in social sciences. 
Natural language processing has made giant steps during the last decade, as illustrated in 2023 by the resounding popularity of 
chatGPT. In addition, text corpora have become increasingly available for exploitation by social scientists, be it through digitization 
of originally paper sources (eg. Parliamentary sessions transcripts, printed newspapers, books, historical sources, ...) or audio 
sources (through automatic transcription), or through the advent of natively digital sources (from social media, online newspapers, 
…). 
The course will start with the standard (aka pre-neural) methods of the late 20th century, based on large document-feature matri-
ces. We will then cover more recent developments: word embeddings (for improved NLP, or studies about bias in text corpora), 
topic modeling with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (unsupervised detection of topics), and Transformer models (current state of the 
art, BERT- and GPT-like models). Each session will comprise a theoretical lecture, and applied examples on R or python. 
 

 

Outline 
1. From text to large matrices: the DTM and its uses (3hrs). 

o Introduction 
o Pre-processing steps for an efficient DTM 
o Weighting, distance between words or documents 
o Uses: description, exploration, inference 

 
2.  Word embeddings: words as dense vectors (3hrs). 

o Motivation, history 
o Main models: word2vec, GloVe, fastText 
o Uses: better NLP, analysis of embeddings for bias studies 

 
3.  Topic modeling (3hrs). 

o Motivation, history 
o Core method: latent Dirichlet allocation 
o Variants: structural topic models, seeded LDA 



 

 

o Applications in social science 
 

4. Transformer-based models (3hrs). 
o Crash course in neural networks 
o The transformer model 
o BERT: state-of-the-art NLP 
o GPT: text generation, and how to use it 
 

Pre-requisites 
Knowledge of basic statistical modeling (regressions) and linear algebra are assumed, as well as some experience in a script-
ing/programming language for statistical analysis (R or python). 
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